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Abstract
Both power and performance are important concerns
for enterprise data centers. While various management
strategies have been developed to effectively reduce server
power consumption by transitioning hardware components
to lower-power states, they cannot be directly applied to today’s data centers that rely on virtualization technologies.
Virtual machines running on the same physical server are
correlated, because the state transition of any hardware
component will affect the application performance of all
the virtual machines. As a result, reducing power solely
based on the performance level of one virtual machine
may cause another to violate its performance specification.
This paper proposes a two-layer control architecture based
on well-established control theory. The primary control
loop adopts a multi-input-multi-output control approach to
maintain load balancing among all virtual machines so that
they can have approximately the same performance level
relative to their allowed peak values. The secondary performance control loop then manipulates CPU frequency for
power efficiency based on the uniform performance level
achieved by the primary loop. Empirical results demonstrate that our control solution can effectively reduce server
power consumption while achieving required applicationlevel performance for virtualized enterprise servers.

1 Introduction
Recent years have seen a rapid growth of enterprise data
centers that host thousands of high-density servers and provide outsourced business-critical IT services. There are two
key challenges for effectively operating a modern data center. First, service owners need to be assured by meeting
their required Service-Level Objectives (SLOs) such as response time and throughput. Second, power consumption
has to be minimized in order to reduce operating costs and
avoid failures caused by power capacity overload or system
overheating due to increasing high server density.
A well-known approach to reducing power consumption
∗ This work was supported, in part, by NSF under Grant No. CNS0720663 and by Microsoft Research under a Power-Aware Computing
Award in 2008.

of enterprise servers is to transition the hardware components from high-power states to low-power states whenever possible. Most components in a modern computer
server such as processors, main memory and disks have adjustable power states. Components are fully operational,
but consume more power in high-power states while having degraded functionality in low-power states. An energyefficient server design is to have run-time measurement and
control of desired application performance by adjusting the
power states of certain hardware components. As a result,
we can have the desired server performance while reducing
power consumption to the maximum degree.
However, this approach cannot be directly applied to today’s popular virtualized server environments. In recent
years, more and more data centers start to adopt server virtualization strategies for resource sharing to reduce hardware and operating costs. Virtualization technologies such
as VMware, Xen [1] and Microsoft Virtual Servers can consolidate applications previously running on multiple physical servers onto a single physical server, and so effectively
reduce the energy consumption of a data center by shutting down unused servers. As a result, virtual machines on
the same physical server are correlated, because the state
transition of any hardware component of the physical server
will affect the performance of all the virtual machines. As
some virtual machines may have light workloads while others may have heavy workloads at the same time, reducing
server power consumption based on the performance level
of a single virtual machine may cause others to violate their
performance specifications. Therefore, the performance of
all virtual machines has to be controlled simultaneously for
intelligent power saving.
This special characteristic of virtualized enterprise
servers calls for more advanced Multi-Input-Multi-Output
(MIMO) control solutions. Recently, feedback control theory has been successfully applied to power-efficient performance control for non-virtualized servers [2, 3, 4]. In
contrast to traditional adaptive management solutions that
rely on heuristics, a key advantage of having a controltheoretic foundation is its theoretically guaranteed control
accuracy and system stability [5]. We can also have wellestablished approaches to choosing the right control parameters so that exhaustive iterations of tuning and testing are

avoided. This rigorous design methodology is in sharp contrast to heuristic-based adaptive solutions that rely on extensive empirical evaluation and manual tuning. However,
while existing control-theoretic solutions have shown significant promise, their Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO)
control models are too simplistic and thus cannot effectively
manage virtualized enterprise systems.
In this paper, we propose a novel two-layer control architecture to provide response time guarantees for virtualized enterprise servers. The primary control loop adopts a
MIMO control strategy to maintain load balancing among
all virtual machines so that they can have roughly the same
response time relative to their maximum allowed response
times. The secondary loop then controls the relative response times of all the virtual machines to a desired level
by adapting CPU frequency for power efficiency. Specifically, the contributions of this paper are four-fold:
• We model the response times of the applications running in virtual machines using system identification,
and validate the models with data measured in real experiments.
• We design a two-layer control architecture based on
control theory and analyze the control performance.
• We present the system architecture of our control loops
and the implementation details of each component.
• We present empirical results to demonstrate that our
control solution can effectively reduce server power
consumption while achieving desired response time
for virtualized enterprise servers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 introduces the overall architecture of the control loops.
Section 3 and Section 4 present the modeling, design and
analysis of the load balancing controller and the response
time controller, respectively. Section 5 describes the implementation details of our testbed and each component in the
control loops. Section 6 presents the results of our experiments conducted on a physical testbed. Section 7 highlights
the distinction of our work by discussing the related work.
Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Control Architecture
In this section, we provide a high-level description of our
control system architecture which features a two-layer controller design. As shown in Figure 1, the primary control
loop, i.e., the load balancing control loop, maintains load
balancing among all virtual machines by adjusting the CPU
resource (i.e., fraction of CPU time) allocated to them. As a
result, the virtual machines can have roughly the same relative response time, which is defined as the ratio between the
actual response time and the maximum allowed response
time for each virtual machine. The secondary control loop,
i.e., the response time control loop, then controls the relative
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Figure 1. Two-Layer Control Architecture.
average response time to the desired level (e.g., 90%) for all
virtual machines by manipulating CPU frequency. Consequently, power efficiency can be achieved for the physical
server while the desired response times can also be guaranteed for applications in all the virtual machines. We choose
to control response time instead of other metrics such as resource utilization because response time is a user-perceived
metric, which captures users’ experience of Internet service
performance. In this paper, we control the average response
time to reduce the impact of the long delay of any single
web request. However, our control architecture can also be
applied to control the maximum response time.
As shown in Figure 1, the key components in the load
balancing control loop include a MIMO controller, a response time monitor for each virtual machine, and a CPU
resource allocator. The control loop is invoked periodically
and its period is selected such that multiple HTTP requests
can be received during a control period and the actuation
overhead is acceptable. The following steps are invoked at
the end of every control period: 1) The response time monitor of each virtual machine measures the average response
time in the last control period, and sends the value to the
controller through the feedback lane; 2) The controller calculates the relative response time for each virtual machine,
and the average relative response time of all virtual machines. The difference between the relative response time
of each virtual machine and the average value is used as the
controlled variable with the set point as zero; 3) The controller computes the amount of CPU resource to be allocated
to each virtual machine, i.e., the manipulated variable, in
the next control period; 4) The CPU resource allocator then
enforces the desired CPU resource (i.e., CPU time) allocation.
The key components in the response time control loop
include a controller, the same response time monitors and a
CPU frequency modulator. The control loop is also invoked
periodically. Every invocation of this loop may change the
CPU frequency (thus the total available CPU resource) of
the physical server. Therefore, to minimize the influence
to the load balancing control loop, the period of this loop
is selected to be much longer than the settling time of the
load balancing control loop. This guarantees that the load

3 Load Balancing Controller
In this section, we present the problem formulation,
modeling, design and analysis of the load balancing controller.

3.1

Problem Formulation

Load balancing control can be formulated as a dynamic
optimization problem. We first introduce some notation. A
physical server hosts n virtual machines. T1 is the control
period. di is the maximum allowed response time of ith virtual machine V Mi . rti (k) is the average response time of
V Mi in the k th control period. ri (k) is the relative response
time of V Mi . Specifically, ri (k) = rti (k)/di . r(k) is the
average relative response time of allP
virtual machines in the
n
k th control period, namely, r(k) = i=1 ri (k)/n. ei (k) is
the control error of V Mi , i.e., ei (k) = ri (k) − r(k). ei (k)
is our controlled variable and its set point is zero.
To allocate CPU resource to V Mi , the virtual machine
hypervisor assigns an integer weight wi (k) to V Mi . The
CPU resource is allocated to each virtual machine proportionally to its weight. In order to linearize the system, instead of directly using wi (k) as the control input, we find a
constant operating point wi for each virtual machine, which
is the typical weight of the virtual machine. The weight
change, namely, ∆wi (k) = wi (k) − wi is used as our manipulated variable.
Given a control error vector, e(k) = [e1 (k) . . . en (k)]T ,
the control goal at the k th control point (i.e., time kT1 ) is
to dynamically choose a weight change vector ∆w(k) =
[∆w1 (k) . . . ∆wn (k)]T to minimize ei (k + 1) for all virtual
machines:
n
X
(ei (k + 1))2
(1)
min
{∆wj (k)|1≤j≤n}

i=1
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∆w(k)

balancing loop can always enter its steady state within one
control period of the response time control loop, so that the
two control loops are decoupled and can be designed independently. In each control period of the response time
control loop, the controller receives the average response
times of all the virtual machines from the monitors. Since
the load balancing controller is in steady state at the end of
each control period of this controller, all virtual machines
should have the same relative response time, which is the
controlled variable of this loop. Based on this uniform
value, the controller then computes the new CPU frequency
level, i.e., the manipulated variable, for the processor of the
physical server, and then sends the level to the CPU frequency modulator. The modulator changes the CPU frequency level of the processor accordingly.
Since the core of each control loop is its controller, we
introduce the design and analysis of the two controllers in
the next two sections, respectively. The implementation details of other components are given in Section 5.
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Figure 2. Model Validation.

3.2

System Modeling

In order to have an effective controller design, it is important to model the dynamics of the controlled system,
namely the relationship between the controlled variables
(i.e., ei (k), 1 ≤ i ≤ n) and the manipulated variables
(i.e., ∆wi (k), 1 ≤ i ≤ n). However, a well-established
physical equation is usually unavailable for computer systems. Therefore, we use a standard approach to this problem
called system identification [5]. Instead of trying to build
a physical equation between the manipulated variables and
controlled variable, we infer their relationship by collecting
data in experiments and establish a statistical model based
on the measured data.
Based on control theory [6], we choose to use the following difference equation to model the controlled system:
e(k) =

m1
X
i=1

Ai e(k − i) +

m2
X

Bi ∆w(k − i)

(2)

i=1

where m1 and m2 are the orders of the control output and
control input, respectively. Ai and Bi are control parameters whose values need to be determined by system identification.
Table 1. Model Orders and RMSE.
m1 = 0 m1 = 1 m1 = 2
m2 = 1 0.0930
0.0862
0.0858
m2 = 2 0.0926
0.0860
0.0857
m2 = 3 0.1008
0.0953
0.0949
For system identification, we need to first determine the
right orders for the system, i.e., the values of m1 and m2 in
the difference equation (2). The order values are normally a
compromise between model simplicity and modeling accuracy. In this paper, we test different system orders as listed
in Table 1. For each combination of m1 and m2 , we generate a sequence of pseudo-random digital white noise [5]
to stimulate the system and then measure the control output (i.e., ei (k), 1 ≤ i ≤ n) in each control period. Our

experiments are conducted on the testbed introduced in detail in Section 5. Based on the collected data, we use the
Least Squares Method (LSM) to iteratively estimate the values of parameters Ai and Bi . The values in Table 1 are
the estimated accuracy of the models in term of Root Mean
Squared Error (RMSE). From Table 1, we can see that the
model with m1 = 2 and m2 = 1 has a small error while
keeping the orders low. We then use a step-like signal to validate the results of system identification. Figure 2 demonstrates that the predicted output of the selected model is sufficiently close to the actual system output. Therefore, the
resultant system model from our system identification is:
e(k) = A1 e(k − 1) + A2 e(k − 2) + B1 ∆w(k − 1) (3)
where A1 , A2 and B1 are n× n constant control parameter
matrices whose values are determined by system identification. The values used in our experiments are presented in
an extended version of this paper [7].

3.3

Controller Design

We apply the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) control theory [6] to design the controller based on the system
model (3). LQR is an advanced control technique that can
deal with coupled MIMO control problems. Compared to
other MIMO control techniques such as Model Predictive
Control (MPC), LQR has a smaller runtime computational
overhead. To design the controller, we first convert our system model to a state space model. The state variables are
defined as follows:


e(k)
x(k) =
(4)
e(k − 1)
We then augment the state space model by considering
the accumulated control errors for improved control performance:
v(k) = λv(k − 1) + e(k − 1)

(5)

where λ is a parameter that has to be less than 1 in order
for the system to be controllable. In our experiments, we
choose λ = 0.8. Our final state space model is as follows:




x(k)
x(k − 1)
=A
+ B∆w(k − 1)
(6)
v(k)
v(k − 1)
where


A1
A= I
I

A2
0
0


 
0
B1
0 ,B =  0 .
λI
0

Based on the augmented model (6), we design the LQR
controller by choosing gains to minimize the following
quadratic cost function:


∞
X
 T

e(k)
e (k) vT (k) Q
J =
v(k)
k=1
∞
X

+

k=1

∆wT (k)R∆w(k)

(7)

where Q and R are weighting matrices that determine the
trade-off between the control error and the control gain.
This optimization is conducted over an infinite time horizon. The first item in (7) represents the control errors and
the accumulated control errors. By minimizing the first
item, the closed-loop system can converge to the desired
set points. The second item in (7) represents the control
penalty. Minimizing the second item ensures that the controller will minimize the changes in the control input, i.e.,
the weight change of each virtual machine. A general rule
to determine the values of Q and R is that larger Q leads to
faster response to workload variations, while larger R lets
the system be less sensitive to system noise. The concrete
values of Q and R used in our experiments are presented
in an extended version [7]. The LQR controller can be implemented using the Matlab command dlqry to solve the
optimization problem (7) and get the controller gain matrix
F as:


(8)
F = KP1 KP2 KI

where KP1 , KP2 and KI are constant controller parameters. In the k th control period, given the control error vectors e(k) and e(k − 1), the control input, i.e., the weight
change of each virtual machine can be computed using the
following controller equation:
∆w(k) = −F[e(k) e(k − 1) v(k)]T

3.4

(9)

Control Analysis

In this subsection, we analyze the system stability when
the designed MIMO controller is used on a different server
with a system model different from the nominal model
described by (6). A fundamental benefit of the controltheoretic approach is that it gives us theoretical confidence
for system stability, even when the controller is used in a
different working condition. We now outline the general
process for analyzing the stability of a virtualized server
controlled by the load balancing controller.
1. Derive the control inputs ∆w(k) that minimize the
cost function based on the nominal system model described by (6).
2. Conduct automated system identification on the target
virtualized server and get an actual system model as:




x(k)
′ x(k − 1)
+ B′ ∆w(k − 1) (10)
=A
v(k − 1)
v(k)
where A′ and B′ are actual parameter matrices that
may be different from A and B in (6).
3. Derive the closed-loop system model by substituting
the derived control inputs ∆w(k) into the actual system model (10). The closed-loop system model is in
the form:




x(k)
x(k − 1)
= (A′ − B′ F)
(11)
v(k)
v(k − 1)

4. Derive the stability condition of the closed-loop system described by (11). According to control theory,
the closed-loop system is stable if all the eigenvalues
of matrix (A′ − B′ F) locate inside the unit circle in
the complex space.
In our stability analysis, we assume the constrained optimization problem is feasible, i.e., there exists a set of
CPU resource weights within their acceptable ranges that
can make the response time on every virtual machine equal
to the average response time. If the problem is infeasible,
no controller can guarantee the set points through CPU resource adaptation. A complete stability proof for an example system can be found in an extended version [7]. A
Matlab program is developed to perform the above stability
analysis procedure automatically.

4 Response Time Controller
In this section, we present the problem formulation,
modeling, and design of the response time controller.
Problem Formulation. We first introduce some notation. T2 , the control period is selected to be longer than the
settling time of the load balancing controller such that all
virtual machines can guarantee to have the same response
time within T2 . As defined before, ri (k) is the relative response time of V Mi in the k th control period. r(k) is the
average relative response time of all virtual machines. Rs is
the set point, i.e., the desired relative response time for the
system. f (k) is the current CPU frequency of the physical
server, relative to the highest frequency of the CPU. For example, f (k) = 1 means the CPU is currently running at its
highest frequency.
In the k th control period, given current average relative response time r(k), the control goal is to dynamically
choose a CPU frequency f (k) such that r(k) can converge
to the set point Rs after a finite number of control periods.
System Modeling. Similar to the load balancing controller, we adopt system identification to model the system.
An accurate model to capture the relationship between r(k)
and f (k) is normally nonlinear due to the complexity of
computer systems. To simplify the controller design with
a linear model, instead of directly using r(k) and f (k) to
model the system, we use their respective differences with
their operating points, r and f , which are defined as the typical values of r(k) and f (k). Specifically, the control output of the model is ∆r(k) = r(k) − r , the control input is
∆f (k) = f (k)− f , and the set point of the control output is
∆Rs = Rs − r. An example way to choose operating point
is to select the middle value of a range of available CPU
frequencies as f , and measure the average relative response
time with this frequency and use it as r.
Based on system identification, the system model is:
∆r(k) = a1 ∆r(k − 1) + b1 ∆f (k − 1)

(12)

where ai and bi are model coefficients. The concrete values

and the model validation results are available in an extended
version of this paper [7].
Controller Design and Analysis. Proportional-Integral
(PI) control [5] has been widely adopted in industry control systems. An important advantage of PI control is that
it can provide robust control performance despite considerable modeling errors. Following standard control theory,
we design our PI controller as:
k
X
∆f (k) = k1 (∆Rs − ∆r(k)) + k2
(∆Rs − ∆r(i)) (13)
i=1

where k1 and k2 are control parameters that can be analytically chosen to guarantee system stability and zero steady
state error, using standard control design methods [5].
Although the system has been proven to be stable when
the system model (12) is accurate, stability has to be reevaluated when the response time controller is applied to a different server with different workloads. The general process
of analyzing the stability of the response time controller
with a different system model is similar to that of the load
balancing controller. The detailed steps and an example stability proof can be found in an extended version [7].

5 System Implementation
In this section, we introduce our testbed and the implementation details of the control loops.

5.1

Testbed

Our testbed includes two physical computers. One is
named Server and hosts three virtual machines (VMs). The
other one is named Client and emulates a number of HTTP
clients that generate HTTP requests to Server. Both computers are running Fedora Core 8 with Linux kernel 2.6.21.
Server is equipped with an Intel Xeon X5365 processor
and 4GB RAM. The processor has 4 cores and supports
4 frequency levels: 2GHz, 2.33GHz, 2.67GHz and 3GHz.
Server and Client are connected via an Ethernet switch.
Xen 3.1 is used as the virtual machine monitor. In Xen,
the Xen hypervisor is the lowest layer with the most privileges. When the physical computer and the hypervisor boot,
domain 0, i.e., dom0, is the first guest operating system that
is booted automatically. Dom0 has some special management privileges such as it can direct resource access requests to the hardware. In our testbed, dom0 is used to start
the three VMs. In addition, dom0 is used to distribute the
HTTP requests from Client to the VMs. The two control
loops also run in dom0.
Each VM is allocated 500MB of RAM and 10GB of hard
disk space.An Apache server is installed on each VM and
runs as a virtualized web server. The Apache servers respond to the HTTP requests from Client with a dynamic
web page written in PHP. This example PHP file runs a set
of mathematical operations.To be more general, the Apache
server on each VM is assigned a different maximum allowed response time, i.e., 180ms for VM1, 190ms for VM2,
and 200ms for VM3.

The client side workload generator is the Apache HTTP
server benchmarking tool (ab), which is designed to stress
test the capability of a particular Apache installation. This
tool allows users to manually define the concurrency level,
which is the number of requests to perform in a very short
time to simulate multiple clients. A concurrency level of
40 is used in our experiments to do system identification
and most experiments if not otherwise indicated. Three instances of ab are configured on Client and each one is used
to send requests to the Apache Server in a VM.
The power consumption of the physical server is measured with a WattsUp Pro power meter with an accuracy of
1.5% of the measured value.

5.2

Control Components

We now introduce the implementation details of each
component in our control loops.
Response Time Monitor. To eliminate the impact of
network delays, we focus on controlling the server-side response time in this paper. The response time monitor is
implemented as a small daemon program that runs on each
VM. The monitor periodically inserts multiple sample requests into the requests that are sent from Client to the
Apache server. Two time stamps are used when a sample
request is inserted and when the response is received. The
difference is used as the server-side response time.
CPU Resource Allocator. We use Credit Scheduler
[8], Xen’s proportional share scheduler to allocate available CPU resource. Credit Scheduler is designed for load
balancing of virtual CPUs across physical CPUs on a host.
This scheduler allocates CPU in proportion to the weights
assigned to the VMs. In each control period, the load balancing controller computes a weight for every VM. The
weights are then truncated to integers and given to the VMs.
CPU Frequency Modulator. We use Intel’s SpeedStep
technology to enforce the desired CPU frequency. In Linux
systems, to change CPU frequency, one needs to install the
cpufreq package and then use root privilege to write the
new frequency level into the system file /sys/devices/system/cpu/cpu0/cpufreq/scaling setspeed. However, this is
more complicated with the Xen virtual machine monitor because Xen lies between the Linux kernel and the hardware,
and thus prevents the kernel from directly modifying the
hardware register based on the level in the system file. As a
result, the source code of Xen 3.1 has been hacked to allow
the modification of the register.
The Intel CPU used in our experiments supports only
four discrete frequency levels. However, the new CPU frequency level periodically received from the response time
controller could be any value that is not exactly one of the
four supported frequency levels. Therefore, the modulator
code must locally resolve the output value of the controller
to a series of supported frequency levels to approximate the
desired value. For example, to approximate 2.89GHz during a control period, the modulator would output the sequence 2.67, 3, 3, 2.67, 3, 3, etc on a smaller timescale. To

do this, we implement a first-order delta-sigma modulator,
which is commonly used in analog-to-digital signal conversion. The detailed algorithm of the first-order delta-sigma
modulator can be found in [9].
Controllers. Both the two controllers are implemented
in dom0 to receive response times from the monitors, and
run the control algorithms presented in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. The control period of the load balancing controller is selected to be 3 seconds such that multiple
HTTP requests can be received. Based on the analysis presented in the extended version [7], the longest settling time
of the load balancing controller is 12 seconds when the system model varies within a wide range. The control period
of the response time controller is therefore selected to be 24
seconds, which is longer than the worst-case settling time of
the load balancing controller. The set point of the response
time controller is configured to be 0.88 to give some leeway
to the Apache web servers. Hence, the average response
time is 88% of the maximum allowed response time when
the system is in steady state.

6 Empirical Results
In this section, we first evaluate the performance of the
load balancing controller. We then test the two-layer control solution for power efficiency. Finally, we compare our
control solution with a baseline power-efficient solution.
We use two baselines for comparison in this paper.
OPEN is an open-loop solution that gives fixed CPU resource to each of the three VMs in the system. As a result, OPEN cannot achieve the same relative response time
for different VMs when they have non-uniform workloads.
OPEN is used in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 to compare with
our control solution. SIMPLE uses only the response time
controller presented in Section 4 to control the average response time of all the VMs, without maintaining load balancing among them. SIMPLE is similar to the control algorithms designed for non-virtualized servers, and is used
to demonstrate that those algorithms cannot be directly applied to virtualized computing environments.

6.1

Load Balancing

In this experiment, we disable the response time controller to test the performance of the load balancing controller. As shown in Figure 3(a), the three VMs are initially
configured to have the same relative response time. At time
300s, the workload of VM2, increases significantly. This
is common in many web applications. For example, breaking news on a major newspaper website may incur a huge
number of accesses in a short time. To stress test the performance of our controller in such an important scenario, we
double the concurrency level from 40 to 80 for VM2 from
time 300s to time 600s to emulate workload increase. Figure 3(a) shows that the load balancing controller can maintain the same relative response time for all the VMs by dynamically increasing the weight of VM2 to allocate more
CPU resource to VM2. As the result of load balancing, all
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Figure 3. Performance comparison between load balancing controller and OPEN, under a workload increase to VM2 from time 300s to time 600s.
the VMs have a slightly longer relative response time but all
of them have relative response times lower than 1 after time
300s, which means the desired response times have been
guaranteed.
Figure 3(b) shows the performance of OPEN in the same
scenario. Clearly, during the workload increase of VM2, the
relative response time of VM2 increases significantly while
the response times of the other two VMs remain the same.
As a result, the relative response time of VM2 is higher
than 1 most of the time from time 300s to time 600s, which
means that VM2 violates its maximum allowed response
time. Under OPEN, the control error between the relative
response time of each VM and the average relative response
time is also unacceptably large during the workload increase
period. The inferior performance of OPEN is caused by
its policy of using fixed weights to allocate CPU resource
in a static way. Consequently, OPEN cannot adjust CPU
resource among different VMs in response to non-uniform
workload variations. This experiment demonstrates that the
load balancing controller can effectively maintain the same
relative response time among all the VMs.
As discussed in Section 3, our system model is the result of system identification with a concurrency level of 40
and a CPU frequency of 0.87. To test the robustness of the
load balancing controller when it is used on a system that
is different from the one used to do system identification,
we conduct two sets of experiments with wide ranges of
concurrency level and CPU frequency, respectively. Figure
4(a) shows the means and the standard deviations of the relative response times of the VMs when the concurrency level
varies significantly from 6 to 86. Figure 4(b) shows the results when the CPU frequency varies from 0.67 to 0.99. The
two figures demonstrate that the load balancing controller
works effectively to achieve the same relative response time
for all the VMs even when the actual system model is different from the nominal model used to design the controller.

6.2

Power Efficiency

In this experiment, we enable both the load balancing controller and the response time controller to examine
power efficiency. We conduct the experiments in the same
scenario discussed in the last subsection, with the same
workload increase to VM2. Figure 5(a) shows the results of
our two-layer control solution. The experiment starts with
the CPU of the physical server running at the highest frequency. As discussed before, the load balancing controller
works effectively to achieve the same relative response time
for all the VMs. Since the response time is initially unnecessarily shorter than the desired set point, the response time
controller lowers the relative CPU frequency from 1 to 0.67
for power efficiency. At time 300s, the workload of VM2 is
doubled, which causes the average relative response time to
start increasing. The response time controller detects the increase and then adjusts the relative CPU frequency to 0.95,
such that the system can run faster to achieve the desired response time. As a result, the average relative response time
has been maintained at the desired level. At time 600s when
the workload of VM2 is reduced by half, the response time
controller throttles the CPU again to achieve power saving
while maintaining the desired response time. Throughout
the experiment, the average relative response time has been
successfully kept to be lower than 1 most of the time, which
means the application-level performance, i.e., desired response times have been guaranteed.
Figure 5(b) shows the results of OPEN. OPEN always
runs the CPU at the highest frequency, just like most today’s computer systems without dynamic power management. From the beginning to time 300s, OPEN has an unnecessarily short average response time at the cost of excessive power consumption. At time 300s when the workload
of VM2 is doubled, the average response time increases significantly as OPEN relies on fixed CPU resource allocation
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Figure 4. Performance of the load balancing controller under system model changes.
and CPU frequency. Note that even though it is possible
to configure OPEN in a way to achieve power efficiency
by running CPU at a lower frequency initially to make the
average response time exactly equal to the desired level at
the beginning. Doing so may cause the system to violate
the maximum allowed response time when the workload
increase occurs at time 300s, since OPEN cannot dynamically adjust CPU frequency for desired response time. In
this experiment, the average energy consumption of the system under OPEN is 233.9 W while it is 205.5 W under the
two-layer control solution. On average, with our control solution, a power saving of 28.4 W has been achieved while
the desired response time has also been guaranteed.
To examine the performance and power efficiency of our
control solution with different workloads, a set of experiments are conducted by changing the concurrency level. As
introduced before, higher concurrency level leads to larger
number of HTTP requests addressed to each VM. Figure
6(a) shows the performance results. Our control solution
can achieve the desired relative response time while OPEN
always has unnecessarily short response time, which comes
at the cost of excessive power consumption as shown in Figure 6(b). The power consumption of the system under our
control solution is always lower than that under OPEN, and
increases as the workload increases to achieve the desired
response time. Note that our control solution has a relative
response time shorter than the set point when the concurrency level is 36, as shown in Figure 6(a). That is because
the response time controller saturates at the lowest available CPU frequency and thus cannot further increase the
response time.

6.3

Comparison to SIMPLE

In this experiment, we compare our two-layer control
solution with SIMPLE to show that traditional approaches
to power management for non-virtualized servers cannot be
easily applied to virtualized computing environments. Figure 7(a) shows the results of the two-layer control solution
while Figure 7(b) shows the results of SIMPLE. The two
control solutions work similarly to control the average relative response time by adjusting CPU frequency except an
important difference: the two-layer solution has a load balancing controller which effectively maintains the same relative response time among all the VMs. For both solutions,
the desired average response times have been achieved at
the beginning with considerable power saving. However,

when VM2 has a doubled workload at time 300s, the response time of VM2 under SIMPLE significantly violates
the maximum allowed value. This is because SIMPLE only
controls the average relative response time of all the VMs
without load balancing. In contrast, the two-layer solution
quickly allocates more CPU resource to VM2 for load balancing after VM2 starts to violate the maximum allowed
response time at time 300s. The two-layer solution then
adjusts CPU frequency based on the uniform relative response time achieved by load balancing. As a result, all
the VMs achieve their desired response times. This experiment demonstrates that maintaining load balancing among
all VMs is important for power management in virtualized
enterprise servers.

7 Related Work
Control theory has been applied to manage applicationlevel performance metrics for virtualized computer servers.
Padala et al. [10] propose a two-layered architecture to control resource utilization and response time. Xu et al. [11]
use predictive control for dynamic resource allocation in enterprise data centers. Liu et al. [12] control the mean response time of individual applications by adjusting the percentage of allocated CPU entitlements. Zhang et al. [13]
adjust the resource demands of virtual machines for fairness and efficiency. Wang et al. [14] present an adaptive
controller for more robust performance. However, all the
aforementioned work is not designed to reduce power consumption for virtualized servers.
Some prior work has been proposed to use power as a
tool for guaranteeing required application-level SLOs in a
variety of heuristic-based ways, such as using approximation algorithms [15]. More closely related to this paper,
Horvath et al. [16] use dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) to
control end-to-end delay in multi-tier web servers. Zhu et
al. [4] develop a feedback control scheduling algorithm using DVS. Sharma et al. [2] effectively apply control theory
to control application-level quality of service requirements.
Chen et al. [3] also present a feedback controller to manage the response time in a server cluster. Although they all
use control theory to manage system performance while reducing power consumption, they cannot be directly applied
to virtualized computing environments because multiple application servers are correlated due to shared hardware resource. A recent work [17] discusses a heuristic solution
to power control in virtualized environments. In contrast to
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under a workload increase to VM2 from time 300s to time 600s.
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their work, we rely on rigorous control theory for systematically developing control strategies with analytic assurance
of control accuracy and system stability.
Several research projects [18, 19, 20] have successfully
applied control theory to explicitly control power or cooling
of computing servers. Lefurgy et al. [9] have shown that
control-theoretic solution outperforms a commonly used
heuristic-based solution by having more accurate power
control and less overhead. Ranganathan et al. [21] propose a negotiation-based algorithm to allocate power budget to different servers in a blade enclosure for better performance. Wang et al. [22] develop a MIMO control algorithm
for cluster-level power control. Those projects are different from our work because they control power consumption
only and thus cannot provide guarantees for applicationlevel performance. They also are not designed for virtualized enterprise servers.
Control-theoretic approaches have also been applied to
other computing systems. A survey of feedback performance control in various computing systems is presented
in [23]. Feedback control scheduling algorithms have been
developed for real-time systems and applications [24, 25].
Control techniques have also been applied to digital control
applications [26], data service and storage systems [27],
and caching services [28]. While most existing work is
based on simpler SISO control strategies, Diao et al. develop MIMO control algorithms to control the processor
and memory utilizations for Apache web servers [29] and
to achieve load balancing for database servers [30]. In our
work, we develop a two-layer control architecture to provide real-time guarantees for virtualized web servers and
reduce power consumption to the maximum degree.

8 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a two-layer control architecture based on well-established control theory. The
primary control loop adopts a MIMO control strategy to
maintain load balancing among all virtual machines so that
they can have approximately the same relative response
time. The secondary performance control loop then manipulates CPU frequency for power efficiency based on the uniform relative response time achieved by the primary loop.
Empirical results demonstrate that our control solution can
effectively reduce server power consumption while achieving required response times for all virtual machines.
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